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Abstract: Timely risk information acquisition and diagnosis during foundation pit excavation (FPE)
processes are vital for ensuring the safe and effective construction of underground urban infras-
tructures. Unfortunately, diverse geological and hydrogeological conditions and complex shapes of
the foundation pit create barriers for reliable FPE risk prognosis and control. Furthermore, typical
support systems during FPE use temporary measures, which have limited capacity to confront
excessive loads, large deformations, and seepage. This study aims to establish an intelligent risk
prognosis and control framework based on digital twin (DT) for ensuring safe and effective FPE
processes. Previous studies have conducted extensive experimental and numerical analyses for
examining unsafe conditions during FPE. How to enable intelligent risk prognosis and control of
tedious FPE processes by integrating physics-based models and sensory data collected in the field is
still challenging. DT could help to establish the interaction and feedback mechanisms between the
physical and virtual space. In this study, the authors have established a DT model that consists of a
physical space model and a high-fidelity physics-based model of a foundation pit in virtual space.
As a result, a mechanism for effective acquisition and fusion of heterogeneous information from
both physical and virtual space is established. Then, the authors proposed an integrated model and
data-driven approach for examining safety risks during FPE. In the end, the authors have validated
the proposed method through a case study of the FPE of the Wuhan Metro Line. The results show
that the proposed method could provide theoretical and practical support for future intelligent FPE.

Keywords: digital twin; foundation pit excavation; risk prognosis and control; construction safety

1. Introduction

Urbanization is proceeding at an unprecedented pace, with towering buildings rising
from urban land and ground space being fully developed and utilized. Development
of large-scale underground civil infrastructures (e.g., subways, pipelines, etc.) becomes
favored by construction practitioners. Excavation processes of the temporary foundation
pit are thus important during the construction of large underground civil infrastructures.
However, foundation pit excavation (FPE) is known as one of the most dangerous construc-
tion processes that threatens the safety of all involved construction personnel. Furthermore,
various weather conditions, geological factors, and the hydrogeological environment of the
construction site create barriers for ensuring safe and effective FPE processes [1,2]. Safety
monitoring and risk prognosis of FPE are vital for ensuring timely acquisition of spatiotem-
poral risk information (e.g., foundation pit deformations) and effective risk predictions.
However, current field practices heavily rely on visual measurements and inspections using
traditional measuring equipment and techniques, which is time-consuming and requires
engineers to have profound knowledge and extensive field experiences. Even experienced
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engineers could hardly identify safety risks during FPE and make timely control actions.
Collapse accidents may occur and cause fatalities.

Previous studies have examined the stability retaining structures during FPE processes.
Fathipour et al. [3] used a well-established lower bound analysis combining the finite ele-
ment method and second order conic programming (SOCP) to examine active and passive
earth pressures on retaining structures with unsaturated backfill. Fathipour et al. [4] also
combined the lower bound theorem of limit analysis with the finite element discretization
method to conduct an in-depth numerical study on the lateral earth pressure of backfilled
retaining walls with reinforced soil layers of geosynthetics. Zhang et al. [5] examined the
effect of wall toe resistance on the performance of GRS walls with different toe constraints.
Zhang [6] et al. explored the effect of cornering on the stability of reinforced slopes. Liu [7]
studied the lateral displacements of segmental GRS walls at the end of construction and
after 10 years of creep under constant gravity loads.

In addition, lots of studies have conducted extensive efforts in developing methods
and tools for safe and effective risk prognosis and control during FPE [8–12]. However,
limited studies have examined methods for (1) capturing the spatiotemporal changes during
FPE processes; (2) updating finite element models using the captured field anomalies; and
(3) establishing effective risk prediction and control mechanisms for mitigating safety risks
during FPE processes. Digital twin (DT) has been developed and extensively studied
in the manufacturing domain for creating a high-fidelity virtual space model that could
reflect all behaviors of physical objects. Such a method could help for (1) capturing the
interactive process between the physical and virtual space; (2) updating the virtual model
based on field discoveries; and (3) providing feedback to the physical model for guiding the
manufacturing processes. Guo et al. [13] developed a system based on DT for intelligent
risk predictions during mining operations in coal mines. Zhang et al. [14] examined the
feasibility of using DT to control mine production processes under various scenarios.
Song et al. [15] proposed a DT framework with inverse kinematics for modeling human
skeletons. Gopalakrishnan, S et al. [16] have created a model-based feature information
network (MFIN) based on DT for establishing digital representations of all systems and
components. Guo et al. [17] proposed a DT-based health management framework by
integrating a self-updating model for fault diagnosis and prediction. Ruppert, T et al. [18]
developed a DT-based method for predicting production states by fusing information
collected from real-time positioning systems. All these efforts provide the potential for
establishing a risk prognosis and control system for safe and efficient FPE.

Timely risk information acquisition and diagnosis during FPE processes are vital
for ensuring the safe and effective construction of underground urban infrastructures.
Limited studies have examined the integration of emerging sensing techniques, finite
element modeling and simulation methods, and real-time data transmission tools for timely
risk capturing, analysis, and prediction during FPE processes given diverse geological
and hydrogeological conditions and complex shapes of the foundation pit. The major
contribution of this study is to enable a DT-based risk prognosis and control for safe and
efficient FPE. As seen in Figure 1, DT is a data-centric architecture based on the physical
and virtual worlds. The left part of the figure represents the activities in the physical world
and the right part represents the activities in the virtual world. Physical space is the three-
dimensional world we are in. This includes the structure, components, environment, data
collection, and smart devices of the building at the construction site. Virtual space is mainly
used to create virtual models by computer and simulate the unperformed construction
based on the data. The information technology of DT is embodied through massive
data. Data collection, processing, and judgment are the core of the whole system. The
maintenance model allows effective maintenance measures to be made based on the results
of data processing.
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Figure 1. A vision: digital twin (DT)-based risk prognosis and control for safe and efficient FPE.

The overall goal of this study is to establish a risk prognosis and control method based
on DT for examining excavation risks and ensuring the safety of FPE (a vision shown in
Figure 1). The proposed method aims to enable intelligent risk prognosis and control of
FPE by integrating physics-based models and heterogeneous sensory data collected in
the field. First of all, the authors have established a DT-based risk prognosis and control
framework for ensuring safe and efficient FPE processes. The proposed method contains
a data acquisition section that could help to collect geometric information using sensors
and RFID technology. DT enables real-time monitoring of spatiotemporal changes that
occur in a complex workspace with a changing environment [19]. Capturing all such
spatiotemporal changes via multi-types of sensors could help to create models in the
virtual space (e.g., FLAC3D) and update the virtual model continuously with the collected
heterogeneous data [20]. Second, a high-fidelity twin model could be established through
mapping mechanisms and feedback loops provided by DT for representing all aspects and
processes within FPE processes in the physical world [21]. Then, using such a virtual twin
model could help to run simulations under certain scenarios for risk predictions given
the data and information acquired from the physical world. Then, a bow-tie model is
used for selecting corresponding control measures for various unsafe events during FPE.
Furthermore, control strategies could be extensively and precisely examined through DT
for finding the optimal control policy, which could be used for mitigating FPE risks.

Following this introduction, the organization of the following sections is as follows.
Section 2 illustrates the overall framework of FPE based on DT. Section 3 explains how
to construct a DTM for pit risk assessment. Section 4 illustrates the rationale for risk
control models in security risk situations. Section 5 demonstrates the feasibility of the
DT-based pit construction safety assessment model through engineering cases. Section 6
discusses the application of DT in FPE at this stage and concludes this study with future
research directions.
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2. A Digital Twin-Based Framework for Intelligent Risk Prognosis and Control of
Foundation Pit Excavation

Previous studies have extensively examined the use of DT in various engineering
scenarios (e.g., aerospace engineering, manufacturing systems, medical systems, etc.). Lim-
ited studies have examined the use of DT for risk prognosis and control during complex
construction scenarios. Hence, how to enable DT-based risk prognosis and control of FPE
is still challenging due to the complex job site environment with numerous uncertainties.
According to the concept of a five-dimensional model [22] established by Tao based on
the original three-dimensional model [23], the authors have proposed a risk prognosis
and control model based on DT. The established digital twin model (i.e., DTM) can be
represented using mathematic equations (shown in Formula (1)). Such a model could be
used for representing various elements and processes during FPE processes. For example,
the DTM of FPE includes, (1) the physical foundation pit construction site; (2) the finite
element model in the virtual environment; (3) the collected multi-source heterogeneous in-
formation; (4) the security assessment criteria and control measures; and (5) the connection
layer between the parts, respectively. Furthermore, data exchange processes between the
physical and virtual environment are modeled and realized.

DTM = (PE, VE, Ss, DD, CN) (1)

where:

PE: Physical entities during FPE
VE: Virtual entities during FPE
Ss: Service
DD: Digital twin data
CN: Connections between elements

The proposed DT-based risk prognosis and control during FPE consists of five compo-
nents: (1) a physical model represents the physical entities at the construction site during
FPE; (2) a virtual model in the simulation layer represents the FPE simulations conducted
in the virtual space; (3) a DT data processing module for fusing, processing, and analyzing
the collected DT data (both monitoring data and simulation data); (4) a connection service
module; and (5) an application module for risk prognosis and control during FPE. The
five components of the proposed DTM are distributed into four parts in conjunction with
actual engineering needs: (1) PE as the physical model in the physical world; (2) VE as the
simulation model in the virtual space; (3) Ss and DD together to form the universal service
module that contains service functions and DT data; and (4) CN to provide connectivity
services. An overall framework is formed with the common service and assessment module
at the center and the physical entity and simulation model around the outside (see Figure 2).

The physical model represents all physical elements and interactive relationships
among these elements in the real world during PFE, for example, the foundation pit
structure, dynamic excavation job site with changing environment, excavators and other
equipment, and relevant personnel. Such a physical model also captures all spatiotemporal
details of physical elements and various interactions between humans and the physical
environment, including: (1) execution of excavation activities by construction workers
with relevant tools (human–physical interactions); (2) communications among excavation
team crews (human–human interactions); and (3) spatiotemporal changes (e.g., changes
of locations, shapes, stress, loading conditions, etc.) of the foundation pit, construc-
tion workers, and equipment. All such multi-source heterogeneous information, such
as foundation pit, job site, environmental conditions, and personnel extracted from the
physical model, is transmitted to virtual simulation software in real time to establish the
corresponding models.
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The simulation model is responsible for (1) establishing a physics-based model in
the virtual simulation world that contains geometric and physical information based on
the real-time information and data transmitted from the physical model, and (2) running
simulations for examining various unsafe scenarios [24]. Such a simulation model in the
virtual environment creates a twin model by achieving effective mapping using information
collected from the physical world. For example, traditional finite element models created
based on design documents could hardly represent the as-built conditions of the foundation
pit during excavation processes. Model updating using the collected heterogeneous data
for determining the most appropriate model parameters and boundary conditions is thus
necessary for establishing a high-fidelity virtual model. Using such a model could help to
examine various unsafe scenarios through Monte Carlo simulations. Simulation results will
then be fed back to the physical space for making changes and updates to the FPE processes
for ensuring safety. As a result, simulations can be performed before construction using
finite element analysis (FEA) software based on the obtained address exploration report
and the developed construction plan. The significance of such simulations is that some con-
struction risks can be effectively avoided before construction. Furthermore, such analysis
could help to validate the scientificity, feasibility and safety of the construction plan.

The universal module represents the interactions between the physical and virtual
worlds. The mapping mechanisms and feedback loops between the physical and virtual
models enable (1) effective data transmissions for creating and updating the virtual model,
and (2) predictive guidance to the FPE processes in the physical world based on simulated
results. Furthermore, the universal service module will calculate and process the collected
information to evaluate the safety and feasibility of each step in FPE processes, and in case
of unsafe events, control measures will be activated to ensure the safety of the next FPE
step. The data from the universal service module are integrated within the physical model
and the simulation model to complete the information interaction, and the processing
of multi-source heterogeneous information reflects the characteristics of spatiotemporal
evolution [25]. In addition, the CN is responsible for the connection service between each
port, and through the network service protocol, B/S structure, and transmission interface
that can complete various data conversions [26]; it ensures that the real-time data between
each module can be efficiently transmitted through the local area network, thus forming an
information connection service for all elements.
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3. Construction of a Digital Twin Model (DTM) for Supporting Risk Prognosis and
Control of Foundation Pit Excavation

The authors proposed a multidimensional DTM that consists of three components,
namely (1) a physical space model that represents the data collected from the physical
FPE job site, which contains multi-source heterogeneous information in the whole FPE
processes, (2) a virtual space model that is established based on the real-time interaction
between the physical and virtual world for establishing and updating the model in the
virtual environment, and (3) spatiotemporal information fusion during FPE processes. The
following is a detailed description of these three components.

3.1. Modeling of the Physical Space during Foundation Pit Excavation

Capturing sufficient spatiotemporal information from various sources in the physical
world using different measures is important for establishing the DTM [27]. Such spatiotem-
poral information during FPE includes geological information, environmental information,
and displacements of the foundation pit during FPE processes. The collected information
will be fused and transmitted to the virtual space for mapping the real world to the virtual
world [28]. Intelligent information collection is the first step to realize virtual reality inter-
action. The collection and transmission of various information will be used for establishing
the DTM. The following explains (1) what information needs to be collected, and (2) how to
collect such information for establishing a DTM for supporting risk prognosis and control
of FPE.

(1) Capture of geological information

Geological information includes engineering geology and hydrogeology conditions.
The geological data of the construction site is especially important for FPE. Furthermore,
engineers must make decisions based on geological conditions. Hence, the survey for
geology is often carried out before construction. As an essential work in the pre-construction
stage of engineering, geological surveys have also matured in practice and developed
several common geological exploration techniques.

Physical prospecting techniques aim to capture various geological conditions such
as formation lithology and geological structures. Using these techniques could help to
study and observe changes in various geophysical fields. Integrated use of multiple
physical prospecting techniques to survey a certain area, which has stronger adaptability,
is thus favored by the practitioners. The advantages of using such physical prospecting
techniques include low cost, high efficiency, and light equipment compared with traditional
drilling technology. However, it is often used in conjunction with drilling because it cannot
sample geotechnical bodies. In addition to these traditional measures, remote sensing
techniques could also be used for collecting geological information. Such a technique is
the collection of electromagnetic wave information of the earth at high altitudes and the
processing and analysis of this information by scientific means to obtain the corresponding
geological parameters.

(2) Capture of environmental information

The physical and mechanical properties of the foundation pit are affected by the
natural environment. Capturing the environmental information in real-time is necessary
for diagnosing spatiotemporal changes in the FPE environment. Such environmental
information includes (1) the effects of sunshine, (2) temperature, (3) humidity, (4) wind
speed, and (5) rainfall.

Among these five environmental factors, rainfall and temperature have the greatest
impact on FPE processes. For example, rainfall could result in increases in the water content
of the soil, which results in reductions in soil strength and deterioration in structural stability.
Furthermore, increased settlement may occur at the bottom of the foundation pit, which
brings significant safety risks during FPE. In addition, low temperatures could result in
icing conditions that form permafrost. FPE in permafrost areas will face two hazards of
permafrost, freezing and thawing. Freezing and swelling refer to the process when the
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water condenses into ice, the mass remains the same, and the density becomes smaller
as the volume increase. In this case, the soil will expand around, causing damage to the
surface. Thawing is the opposite process of freezing and swelling; the temperature rises,
ice melts into water, the volume becomes smaller, the surface is not supported by the ice,
and the original expansion of the area will collapse back, and even form a collapse zone.

In addition, sunshine and humidity could both affect the FPE. The fractality, plasticity,
and inhomogeneity of the rock will become larger due to the deepening of the weathering
degree. The shear strength and compressive strength of the geotechnical body will show a
trend of reduction, so the bearing capacity of the foundation is relatively small in the area
with higher temperatures. Wind speed is also a critical factor that could jeopardize FPE
safety. High wind speed will bring dust to the construction job site, which seriously affects
the health of workers and construction progress. Excessive wind speed can also blow the
site’s scattered instruments and parts, causing safety threats to the construction workers
and bringing certain economic and property losses to the construction unit.

In response to the demand for real-time data pooling of the DTM, some sensors are
arranged at the construction site to collect the environmental information of the construction
area. The louvered box is widely used for monitoring the temperature and humidity in
real time, the current wind speed is collected using an anemometer, and precipitation and
sunshine can be obtained in real time through the constant refreshing of weather satellites.
The intelligently collected information is brought together and stored in a database through
web service protocols, B/S structure, and transmission links, where it is stored in the form
of tables to achieve the integration of the elements. The visualized data can be presented
through the cell phone terminal.

(3) Capture of foundation pit displacements in all directions

FPE will change the original topography of the excavation area, which destroys the
original mechanical equilibrium state and causes the stress redistribution phenomenon. As
a result, the force acting on the object will make the object tend to move, so the founda-
tion pit is often accompanied by deformation in the excavation process. In addition, the
directions of forces and deformations are consistent. During the FPE process, engineers
focus on the displacements of the foundation pit in both vertical and horizontal directions.
The reason for the low degree of intelligence in underground engineering is that the nature
of the geotechnical body is influenced by the natural environment, and the mechanical
parameters of the same geotechnical body in different areas may be very different. Hence,
the monitoring means of foundation pit displacement at this stage is mostly manual mon-
itoring. The following is a brief description of the monitoring methods of foundation
pit displacement.

Horizontal displacements mostly use the line-of-sight method (i.e., small angle method),
polar coordinate method, angle rendezvous method, and double polar coordinate method.
All such methods put the monitoring point and two working base points into a coordinate
system, use the law of error propagation to eliminate the error, and finally determine the
specific value of horizontal displacement through a geometric relationship. The monitoring
of vertical displacement is the so-called foundation settlement monitoring, when monitor-
ing the level meter, according to the collected data to draw the closed level route, to reduce
human error, should ensure that the instrument, personnel, and route are fixed, also known
as “three fixed”.

3.2. Modeling of the Virtual Space during Foundation Pit Excavation

During FPE, the mechanical properties and displacement will change after each con-
struction step. Establishing a virtual model that could reflect all spatiotemporal changes
is thus important. Simulation models in the virtual space can describe and portray physi-
cal entities in multiple dimensions. The virtual model (VE) consists of four components:
geometric model (Gm), physical model (Pm), behavioral model (Bm), and rule model
(Rm), namely VE = (Gm, Pm, Bm, Rm). According to the actual job site environment and
the dynamic behaviors of the foundation pit structure during FPE processes, the model
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of each dimension is associated and integrated to achieve a comprehensive and deep
virtual simulation.

In the virtual environment, establishing a geometric model is the first and most basic
step for representing all geometrical details of entities in the physical space during FPE.
Such a geometric model should represent the size, location, shape, and other geometric
parameters of all physical entities of the foundation pit during excavation processes. Vari-
ous 3D modeling software could help to achieve precise geometric modeling, for example,
AutoCAD, Revit, and 3DMAX [29]. For establishing such a virtual model, tags should be
arranged at each key node through the RFID technique for obtaining information on all key
nodes. The label has basic information, such as label number and location. Furthermore,
mechanical and displacement sensors are installed at key locations around the foundation
pit. Such sensors collect the actual time series measurement data of each physical entity
during various steps of FPE. Using such measurement data as input could help establish
and update the virtual model of FPE continuously [30].

Establishing a physics-based model in the virtual environment is also important. Such
a physics-based model represents physical constraints based on the geometric model. Such
physical constraints aim at correcting the model in the virtual environment and achieving
precise mapping of the physical entities. Finite element software, such as FLAC3D, could
be used for establishing such a physics-based virtual simulation model and structural
analysis of the foundation pit. The mechanical parameter includes soil pressure, modulus
of elasticity, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio when modeling using FLAC3D. The soil
pressure is the cause of foundation displacement. All such mechanical parameters are
available from the geological condition exploration reports. The material of the support
structure has its own material parameters, such as compressive strength, which will be
standardized at the time of delivery. The corresponding material parameters are different
for different types of members. A good physics-based model provides model and data
support for risk prognosis and control of FPE in the physical and virtual worlds. The
geometric model conveys information to the physical model in the virtual environment,
reflecting the characteristics of informationization and digitization of the DTM model.
Simulation results from the physical model could provide feedback to guide real-world
FPE processes. The geometric model and physics-based model complement each other to
achieve multi-source heterogeneous information aggregation, transmission, and analysis.
The simulation results follow the law of spatiotemporal evolution and realize the dynamic
service of DTM in the whole operation and maintenance process.

The behavioral model aims at representing the external environment and disturbances
of physical entities at the different granularity and spatiotemporal scales. As a result, the
model represents real-time responses and behaviors of different internal operational mech-
anisms generated by multiple FPE elements. According to the actual working conditions
during FPE, initial boundary conditions are established using FLAC3D for simulations of
each FPE step. After each round of the simulation, the model will be modified according to
the data collected from the real-world environment and be used for simulating the follow-
ing FPE steps. The authors have analyzed the cloud maps obtained through simulations
for obtaining changes in mechanical and material parameters. The behaviors fed back from
the behavioral model data include evolutionary behavior over time, dynamic functional
behavior, performance degradation behavior, etc. The DTM should be able to examine the
risk level of FPE concerning the corresponding parameters. Creating such a behavioral
model for representing all physical entities of FPE is complex and requires a combination
of multidisciplinary knowledge. Hence, creating such models could be done using various
methods (e.g., ontology-based method, Markov chains, finite state machines, etc.). The
process of building the model should add both spatial and temporal dimensions to the
behavioral model to make sure that the physical and geometric models could represent
the spatiotemporal extrapolation process of the virtual and real worlds and to ensure the
precision of the established models.
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The rule model is the guarantee of risk assessment that continuously monitors data
from the geometric model, physical model, and behavioral model to ensure the safety of
tedious FPE processes. The value setting of the rule model is prepared concerning the
specification and strictly conforms to the industry regulations and national requirements.
The simulation data obtained from the behavioral model ensures that various types of
working conditions of FPE could be examined. In addition, the rule model also includes
regular rules synthesized based on historical records and non-industry normative indica-
tors, such as experience based on tacit knowledge summaries. Non-industry indicators are
mostly engineering experience and can be used as secondary conditions to assist industry
regulations and assess the safety performance of FPE. We use these indicators to avoid
possible risks, pass the risk level into the risk control model, give the corresponding control
measures in the model, and realize the guidance for the actual project to ensure the safety
of FPE.

The authors have established a process model (see Figure 3) for creating the virtual
simulation model of the DT. The established virtual simulation model can be expressed
using Formula (2). In this formula, VP is a virtual simulation model established based on
DT for representing various physical entities of FPE. Elements in the model set include:
(1) geometric model set (gMset); (2) physical model set (pMset); (3) behavioral model set
(bMset); and 4) rule model set (rMset). Using such a model could help to represent four
elements of the twin model (i.e., geometry elements, physics elements, behavior elements,
and rule elements). We associate the physical and virtual models through two dimensions,
physical and virtual entities. Dynamic sensing and intelligent collection of data is obtained
through RFID and sensors. Real-world data guides virtual-world model building, virtual-
world simulation results guide real-world construction, and multi-source heterogeneous
information from the physical and virtual models intersect. The risk level is determined
by the behavioral model, and the information obtained is evaluated and analyzed using
Markov chains. Time-dimensional information and other elements could be fused and
represented in real and virtual space. The virtual simulation model based on DT, and
the risk control model constructed based on the Markov chain, is used in combination to
achieve a real-time risk assessment of FPE processes.

VP = (gMset, pMset, bMset, rMset) (2)
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3.3. Fusing Spatiotemporal Information during Foundation Pit Excavation

FPE will be affected by many factors. The properties and parameters of the rock and
soil mass of the foundation pit will change with the construction. DTM uses physical
data to establish a geometric model; the collected information needs to be integrated with
the spatial and temporal dimensions of the FPE process. The virtual model uses existing
information to perform simulations; the results can be used to guide the next steps of FPE
processes. Multi-source heterogeneous information interacts between the virtual world
and the real world. Hence, establishing a reliable data analytics model is thus vital for risk
prognosis and control during FPE processes.

During typical FPE processes, the state of the foundation pit in the next excavation step
is only related to the parameters of the current excavation step. Hence, taking advantages
of the Markov chain model for representing the state transitions during FPE processes is
necessary for comprehending the safety risks. The chain structure is an important feature
of Markov chain-based machine learning [31]. With this theoretical basis, the Markov
chain can be introduced into the risk control model for examining the safety status of the
current FPE step. The derived probability of unsafe accidents due to changes in mechanical
parameters during FPE could be used for examining and predicting safety risks of the next
FPE step. Risk sources include potential safety hazards caused by improper operation
of construction personnel and risks caused by changes in environmental factors near the
construction site. Furthermore, the bow-tie model has been widely used for examining
safety risks and mitigating the identified risks through control measures. Such a bow-tie
model has a logical relationship similar to a tree, and each case has corresponding measures.
The authors thus integrate the bow-tie model in the proposed DTM for examining the safety
performance of the next FPE step according to the results of the finite element simulation.

The DTM enables real-time data transmission and processing for risk prognosis and
control, which is more advanced compared to traditional construction methods. Simulation
of various working conditions is performed by using FEA software. How to ensure
the reliability and realism of the simulation has troubled many scholars. The digital
twin system uses the latest data collected after the previous construction step for each
simulation. This type of simulation focuses more on the impact of each construction step
on the overall construction status than the original simulation. Data acquisition also makes
use of advanced equipment such as displacement sensors and mechanics sensors. Smart
sensors have increased sensitivity to displacement and the accuracy of data acquisition
is guaranteed. Combined with the simulation and monitoring values of the project, the
author found that the final error was less than 30 mm. This conforms to the provisions
of the Technical Standard for Monitoring of Building Foundation Pit Engineering (GB
50497-2019) [32] and can ensure the safety and reliability of construction in accordance with
the specifications.

In this study, the authors used the horizontal displacement and the change rate of
horizontal displacement of each FPE step as the measurement and threshold for examining
the state transition process. Table 1 lists the accuracy requirements and threshold for
horizontal displacement monitoring according to the “GB 50497-2019 Technical Standard
for Monitoring of Building Foundation Pit Engineering”. The system records the safety
performance as Status I when the horizontal displacement and the change rate of horizontal
displacement of each FPE step are both within the threshold. If only the accumulated value
of horizontal displacement exceeds the threshold, the system will enter Status II. If only the
change rate of horizontal displacement exceeds the threshold, the system will enter Status
III. When the horizontal displacement and the change rate of horizontal displacement of
each FPE step both exceed the threshold, the system will enter Status IV.

Figure 4 shows the state transition diagram established on the Markov chain model
during FPE. Various information could be fused through such a state transition process.
The use of Markov chains allows an advanced estimation of the safety of the next con-
struction step prior to construction, which is then combined with the results of numerical
simulations to provide a comprehensive assessment of safety performance. This approach
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can minimize the occurrence of unsafe events and identify unsafe factors in advance for
maintenance measures. Figure 4 shows the safety state transition process of the foundation
pit structure during FPE. The random variable represents the overall safety level of the
foundation pit in the nth FPE step. For example, the overall safety performance of the
foundation pit is at Status I (Xn = 1; Xn = 2, 3, 4 for Status II, III, and IV, respectively). Ii(n)
represents the conditional probability that the nth FPE step is in the ith state. Namely,
Ii(n) = p(Xn = i). The conditional probability pij is the probability of possible scenarios
for each operating condition as summarized by finite element model simulations and
engineering experience. pij defines the conditional probability that the current and the
next FPE states are i and j, respectively. In this study, the transition probability (pij) is
obtained from the finite element model for the working conditions. The displacement
values between the construction steps are compared by the finite element model. Namely,
pij = p(Xn+1 = j|Xn = i ), where i, j = 1, 2, 3, or 4. In this study, the transition probability
(pij) is obtained from the finite element model for the working conditions. According to the
full probability formula, the probability of various working conditions can be calculated:
Ij(n + 1) = I1(n)p1j + I2(n)p2j + I3(n)p3j + I4(n)p4j. Markov chain theory assumes that
the result of the current FPE step is only influenced by the result of the previous step (i.e., it
is only related to the initial value of this step). Each FPE step can be viewed as a relatively
independent event. The probability of each construction step in state j is calculated, and
the weighted sum is used to obtain the probability of the whole in this state.

Table 1. Accuracy requirements and threshold for horizontal displacement monitoring.

Early warnings of
horizontal displacement

Cumulative horizontal
displacement D (mm) D ≤ 40 40 < D ≤ 60 D > 60

Rate of change VD VD ≤ 2 2 < VD ≤ 4 4 < VD ≤ 6 VD > 6

Mean square error of height difference of monitoring points
and stations ≤1.0 ≤1.5 ≤2.0 ≤3.0Buildings 2023, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 31 
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4. Risk Prognosis and Control of Foundation Pit Excavation

FPE is known as one of the most dangerous construction activities, which threatens
the safety of all involved construction personnel. Effective risk prognosis and control are
thus necessary for ensuring construction quality and personnel safety in case of unsafe
events [33]. The establishment of an efficient and feasible model is the premise for unsafe
events control. The bow-tie model is widely used in civil aviation accidents [34] for
representing various events with preventive and control measures for mitigating risks.
Such a model could be divided into three parts: (1) fault tree model, (2) top events, and (3)
event tree model. The bow-tie model can determine the event type based on the simulation
results of the virtual model. If any risks and insecurity factors have been identified, the
event is defined as an unsafe event. Each unsafe event will have corresponding control
measures for mitigating risks caused by unsafe events. The bow-tie model could thus help
to achieve risk prognosis and control during FPE (see Figure 5).
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The fault tree model is used for representing correlations among various risk sources
and preventive measures. The event tree model is used for representing the control mea-
sures and results. Hence, safety level can be determined. The top event also has the function
of connecting the fault tree and event tree. In the proposed bow-tie model, the risk source
part in the fault tree contains numerous root causes of accidents that occur during FPE. Risk
sources include potential safety hazards caused by improper executions of FPE activities
of construction personnel and risks brought by changes in environmental factors near the
construction site. The fault tree also has corresponding preventive measures for mitigating
risks of unsafe events during FPE. Top events have their judgment system. The engineer
is in accordance with the relevant national industry specifications and years of technical
experience in construction.

Through the bow-tie model, the authors realized the feedback from the discovery and
analysis of risk sources to the outcome events. The bow-tie model optimizes problems,
such as insufficient quantification of the FPE risk control model. The authors used the
bow-tie model for segmenting the model into: (1) basic event part (BE); (2) intermediate
event part (IE); (3) top event part (TE); (4) control event part (CE); and (5) result event part
(RE) [35] (as shown in Formula (3)).

BE = (BEm, m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m)
IE = (IEn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , m)

TE = (TE1, TE2)
CE = (Cep, p = 1, 2, 3, . . . , p)
RE = (REq, q = 1, 2, 3, . . . , q)

(3)

In the developed bow-tie model, BE defines the basic event part in the model, which
corresponds to risk sources during FPE; IE defines the intermediate event part in the model,
which corresponds to the preventive measures in the bow-tie model; TE refers to the top
event part. TE events are classified into two categories, namely (1) safe events and (2)
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unsafe events. Effective control measures should be taken for unsafe measures to avoid
safety accidents caused by unsafe events during FPE. CE defines control event (control
measures), which is the process of taking feasible control measures for mitigating risks
caused by unsafe events; RE represents the result event and the foundation pit status after
control measures are taken. Figure 6 shows a diagram based on the bow-tie model of
control measures of unsafe events during FPE.
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5. Case Study: Foundation Pit Excavation of the Wuhan Metro Line 7
5.1. Project Overview

The authors have used an FPE of Wuhan Metro Line 7 as a case for validating the
proposed DT-based risk prognosis and control method. This case study investigates the
settlement during the FPE of the metro line. The air shaft between Xinlucun Station and
Dahualing Street Station is also the No. 3 connecting passage and pump house, which is
adjacent to the intersection of Wenhua Avenue Tangxunhu Bridge and the planned road.
The design elevation of the existing ground within the site is about 22.73 m. According
to the survey data, the site of the project is the Class III terrace (denuded ridge area) of
the Yangtze River and the lake area on the Class III terrace. The depth of the air shaft
foundation pit is 33.23 m, the width of the wastewater tank is 25.00 m, the total length is
22.50 m, and the total area is 562.5 m. There are no other structures or facilities directly
above the foundation pit, and the construction site conditions are good. Cultural Avenue is
the connecting channel between Jiangxia Century Avenue and Wuhan Third Ring Road.
Figure 7 shows the job site environment and the relative position of the foundation pit and
pile of the adjacent bridge.

According to the proposed DT-based risk prognosis and control framework, the
physical information is collected, and the virtual model is established. The authors have
examined the safety performance of each FPE step using the proposed Markov chain
model. Furthermore, the authors used the bow-tie model for modeling unsafe events,
preventive and control measures. Then, a DT-based risk prognosis and control model is
thus established. First, the physical information is collected from the construction site via
various sensors. The model is then established in the virtual space using the information
transmitted from the physical world. Hence, the risk control model controls the output
of unsafe events, thus ensuring the safety of each construction step of the foundation pit
project. In this study, the settlement during the excavation of the wind shaft pit in the
metro area is the main subject of study. The construction of the pile cap support during the
excavation of the pit is guided by DT.
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“Bored cast-in-place piles with steel supports” is a well-stressed and widely used
internal support structure, which is usually used in subway open excavation foundation
pit support structures. This support form starts early, has mature technology, is convenient
for construction, and applies to relatively complex stratum conditions. When there are
buildings or structures sensitive to displacement and internal force changes or dense and
complex pipeline systems around the foundation pit, this kind of support structure has
great advantages. The total area of the air shaft foundation pit in this section is 562.5 (depth:
33.2 m, length: 25 m, width: 22.5 m).

Considering the geological environment and checking calculation by relevant design
software, the retaining structure of the foundation pit adopts reinforced concrete piles
with a diameter of 1200 and a spacing of 1400 to bear the earth pressure. Plain concrete jet
grouting piles with a diameter of 800 are used between reinforced concrete to stop the water.
A 700 mm × 1800 mm reinforced concrete crown beam is set at the top of the enclosure
pile. The first support and the fourth support are concrete supports. The size of the first
support is 600 mm × 700 mm, and the size of the fourth concrete is 600 mm × 800 mm.
The remaining supports are steel pipe internal supports, of which the second and third are
steel supports with a diameter of 600 mm, and the fifth and sixth are steel supports with
a diameter of 800 mm. Except for the first support, other supports are supported on an
800 mm × 1000 mm concrete waist beam. The vertical spacing between the supports from
top to bottom is getting closer and closer, and a support change is set between the sixth
support and the fifth support. Figure 8 shows a schematic diagram of excavation processes.

Various monitoring points have been arranged before the construction of this FPE.
Corresponding monitoring points are installed on the surface of the retaining pile during
FPE and the construction of concrete and steel pipe internal supports.
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(1) Horizontal and vertical displacement of the top of the wall (slope)

Key points for monitoring horizontal and vertical displacement at the top of the
enclosure wall or the slope of the pit are arranged along the perimeter of the pit. The
horizontal spacing of monitoring points should not be more than 20 m. Generally, the
deformation is larger at the middle and yang corner of each side of the foundation pit.
Therefore, measurement points are set at the middle and yang corners. In order to facilitate
monitoring, the horizontal displacement monitoring points are used as the monitoring
points of vertical displacement at the same time. This is in order to measure the change of
distance between the monitoring point and the baseline. The measurement points on each
side of the foundation pit should not be less than three points. The observation point is
set on the concrete parapet of the pit slope or the top of the enclosure wall (crown beam).
Such setting of observation points is conducive to the protection of observation points and
improvement of observation accuracy.

(2) Deep horizontal displacement

The monitoring of the deep horizontal displacement of the enclosure wall or soil
body is the most direct means to observe the deformation of the foundation pit enclosure
system. The monitoring hole is arranged at the position with the largest calculated value
of deflection on the plane of the foundation pit. Generally, it is suitable to be arranged
in the middle of the pit perimeter, at the sunny corner, and at the representative part.
The horizontal spacing of monitoring points should be 20 to 50 m, and the number of
monitoring points should not be less than one per side. Deep horizontal displacement
observation is mostly observed by inclinometer at present. When the inclined pipe is buried
in the body of the enclosure wall, the length of the inclined pipe should not be less than the
depth of the enclosure wall. When the inclined pipe is buried in the soil, the length of the
inclined pipe should not be less than 1.5 times of the excavation depth of the foundation
pit and should be greater than the depth of the retaining wall. Table 2 below shows the
monitoring and measuring table of foundation pit.
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Table 2. Monitoring and measuring table of foundation pit.

Serial Number Monitoring Projects Monitoring Scope Distance between
Measurement Points Monitoring Limit Values

1 Around the foundation pit
surface settlement

Peripheral doubling pit
Excavation depth range

Every 5 m along the
foundation pit

measuring section
0.15% and ≤30 mm

2 Soil outside the pit deep
layer lateral displacement

1.5 times the excavation depth
of the foundation pit

The long and short sides
of the foundation pit are

divided every 10 m along
the long side

/

For analysis, the authors have divided the FPE into several construction steps (as
shown in Table 3). The excavation depth between each construction step is about 2 to
3 m. During the excavation, the excavation elevation is recorded at any time, and the
measurement data after each construction step is used for analysis.

Table 3. Major excavation activities.

Steps Excavation Activities

1
� Pipeline relocation; construction fencing; application of rotary piles and bored piles;

cleaning of the pit surface fill; construction of the first concrete support; after the
construction, the initial data collection was carried out for each monitoring point

2
� Excavation elevation: 18.5 m
� Collection of measurement data from each observation point

3
� Excavation elevation: 0.5 m below the design elevation of the second steel support; apply

the lumbar beam and steel support

4
� Excavation elevation: 11 m
� Collection of measurement data from each observation point

5
� Excavation elevation: 0.5 m below the design elevation of the third steel support; apply

the lumbar beam and steel support

6
� Excavation elevation: 5 m
� Collection of measurement data from each observation point

7
� Excavation elevation: 0.5 m below the design elevation of the fourth steel support; apply

the lumbar beam and steel support

8
� Excavation elevation: 1 m
� Collection of measurement data from each observation point

9
� Excavation elevation: 0.5 m below the design elevation of the fifth steel support; apply

the lumbar beam and steel support

10
� Excavation elevation: to the middle of the fifth and sixth supports
� Collection of measurement data from each observation point

11
� Excavation elevation: 0.5 m below the design elevation of the sixth steel support; apply

the lumbar beam and steel support

12
� Excavation elevation: 0.3 m above the design elevation of foundation pit
� Collect relevant testing data

13
� Manually dig to the design elevation of the bottom of the pit
� Collect the corresponding data
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5.2. Engineering Geology and Hydrogeology in the Project Case

The project site is located next to and on both sides of Culture Avenue, which is a flat
terrain with little ground undulation. The ground elevations are between 21.0 and 24.8 m.
The shield interval of the Lake Townsend section crosses Lake Townsend along the east
side of the Townsend Lake Bridge. The water surface elevation of Lake Townsend during
the survey is 18.5 to 19.2 m, and the water depth is about 1.5 to 3.0 m. According to the
survey results, the site of this project is hidden class II terrace.

As for the lithology of strata of this project, the main soil layers of the proposed project
site contain: (1) artificial fill (i.e., a mixture of clayey soil, gravel, and household waste); (2)
clay (Q4al and Q3al + pl); (3) powdered clay (Q4al); (4) clay with gravel (Q3pl + dl); and (5)
seven layers of medium-weathered and strongly weathered muddy siltstone. The color
of strongly weathered mud siltstone is brown to tawny, mainly composed of mudstone,
sandstone, and quartzite rock fragments, which contains iron oxides. The exposed thickness
of the strongly weathered muddy siltstone is 0.60 to 12.20 m, and the burial depth at the
top of the layer is 3.20 to 25.60 m. The color of the medium-weathered muddy siltstone
is brown to maroon. The medium-weathering muddy siltstone is mainly composed of
mudstone, sandstone, and quartzite rock fragments.

For the hydrogeological conditions, the surface water within the proposed project site
is mainly the Townsend Lake and the Dousi River. Atmospheric precipitation and other
runoff recharge are the main conditions for water level fluctuations in the region. Water
level and volume are significantly affected by season and rainfall. The water level rises
during the rainy season when the water volume is high. The water depth during the survey
is generally 1.30 to 3.20 m. The groundwater in the proposed site is mainly loose material
pore water and diving, which is slightly corrosive to the steel. The main soil layers present
in the basement are the strongly weathered and moderately weathered upper soil layers.
The recharge is by way of Townsend Lake and its tributaries. Water level changes are
greatly influenced by season and rainfall. According to relevant geological water system
information, high groundwater level is from April to October every year. The groundwater
level during the survey was around 8.10 to 9.20 m below the surface, with annual variation
values of 1 to 2 m.

5.3. Establishment of Physical and Geometric Models

At the FPE job site, there are sensing devices to collect real-time geological informa-
tion, environmental information, and displacement information. The DT information,
component information, slope information, environmental information, and personnel in-
formation will be extracted and updated at each construction step during the FPE processes.

RFID tags shall be attached to each component, and the tag number, basic informa-
tion, engineering information, etc., of the component shall be filled in the tag, and this
information shall be entered into the RFID electronic tag and attached to the corresponding
component. Before construction, the RFID handheld terminal scans the electronic tags on
the components to obtain the initial values of each element of each component [36]. During
the construction process, the component information can be dynamically collected and
intelligently transmitted using radio frequency identification technology. The data will be
updated at the end of every FPE step, and new data will be transmitted.

The slope information involves many different types of information, such as the hori-
zontal displacement of the foundation pit wall, the vertical displacement of the foundation
pit, etc. Horizontal displacements of the pit during excavation processes are measured
with an inclinometer, and the vertical displacement can be measured with a level. These
need to be measured manually. In addition to this, displacement sensors were used in
this case to monitor the displacements of the pit sidewalls and key nodes of the support
structure. The soil pressure is monitored in real time with mechanical sensors and the final
stabilized mechanical parameters are used to update the finite element model. After each
construction step, the new data measured will be reported and transmitted to the computer.
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Personnel information includes physiological factors such as heart rate and blood pres-
sure, the current position of a person, and emotional factors. The collection of physiological
factors can enable employees to wear smartwatches. By collecting the physiological data of
employees with smartwatches, smartwatches can be reused in the next project, reducing
costs. The collection of specific location information of personnel can also be completed by
smartwatches. Emotional factors are more complex, and the current psychological level
cannot monitor psychological factors in real time, so we can only take the usual means to
prevent and relieve bad emotions from psychological factors. Therefore, only conventional
means can be used to prevent and alleviate the negative psychological factors and try to
avoid their impact on the work. In this regard, the construction team can arrange weekly
counseling and coaching sessions to avoid possible risks by the most professional means.

The environmental information can be judged according to the weather forecast of the
day. On-site real-time monitoring requires the use of louver boxes, anemometers, and other
instruments. The temperature and humidity can be measured according to the leaf box. The
four walls of the leaf box are composed of two layers of thin wooden strips. The outer layer
of the louver strips inclines inward, and the inner layer of the louver strips inclines outward.
The intersection angle between the louver strips and the horizontal is 45 degrees. There are
many meteorological observation instruments inside the louver box. Various instruments
work in the box, and various environmental factors are displayed in numerical form. An
anemometer is an instrument for measuring air velocity. In windy weather, the wind cup
of the anemometer will rotate with the wind, and the specific value of the current wind
speed will be determined according to the rotating speed of the wind cup. An anemometer
has the advantages of a wide application range, small volume, and high accuracy, and
is widely used in various wind speed measuring places. The thermometer displayed in
Figure 9 represents the temperature at which the thermometer is located; ‘out’ represents
the temperature at which the probe is located; the percentage sign is the humidity at the
probe location.
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5.4. Establishment of the Virtual Model

(1) Modeling assumptions and parameters

The Morh–Coulomb plasticity model under elasto-plasticity mechanics is used in
general for soil, rock, and concrete materials. The core of the model is the Mohr–Coulomb
damage criterion, which is the theory of damage equilibrium of the soil body. The difference
in damage characteristics between soil and other materials of metal is that the physical
quantity of the soil’s ability to resist shear damage is the magnitude of the surrounding
pressure. Soil shear damage occurs under the action of surrounding inhomogeneous
pressure, and different soils correspond to different resistance to shear damage. To calculate
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the parameters related to the shear damage of the soil, we use only the internal cohesion of
the soil and the friction angle, i.e.,:

τ = σ tan ϕ + c (4)

When in the elastic phase, the forces and deformations on the material follow the
generalized Hooke’s law. After the material reaches the plastic stage, the stress–strain curve
of the material begins to conform to the Mohr–Coulomb criterion. In order to make the
simulation more realistic, several assumptions are set for the simulation before building the
model: (1) the consolidation of each soil layer has been completed due to its own gravity
and additional stress before the excavation of the foundation pit; (2) the soil layer to be
excavated is continuous and homogeneous soil particles and has isotropic mechanical
characteristics, which is consistent with the calculation theory of Morh–Coulomb model;
(3) the groundwater table is in the medium-weathered soil layer; and (4) the soil is viewed
as a continuous homogeneous isotropic elastic-plastic material. Table 4 shows the soil
mechanical parameters used in this study.

Table 4. The soil mechanical parameters.

Serial Number Name Severe
(kN/m3)

Thickness
(m)

Cohesion
(kPa) Friction Angle (◦) Poisson’s Ratio Compression Modulus (MPa)

1 (1-1) Manual filling 17.8 4.8 8 18 0.44 3.0

2 (10-1) Clay 19.7 0.6 45 17 0.35 16.9

3 (10-4) Clay with
gravel 19.6 2.7 45 22 0.4 20

4
(15a-1) Strongly

weathered
Muddy sandstone

20.2 4.8 34 17 0.37 42

5
(15a-2) Medium

weathering
Muddy sandstone

22 61 60 24 0.35 Nearly incompressible
compression

For the supporting structural units, a total of concrete supports and steel pipe supports
are included. According to the basic assumptions and actual engineering needs, each
structural parameter is shown in Table 5 below.

Table 5. Material parameters of concrete and steel.

Components Severe
(kN/m3)

Modulus of Elasticity
(MPa) Poisson’s Ratio Bulk Modulus

(MPa) Shear Modulus (MPa)

C40 concrete 25.48 32.5 0.167 16.3 13.9

Steel pipe support 78.5 200 0.3 166.7 76.9

(2) Constraints of the model and model specifications

The boundary conditions of the model established in this simulation are displacement
boundaries. The excavation of the foundation pit caused vertical settlement and horizontal
displacement of the soil. Therefore, this model only considers the enclosure structure and
the amount of soil displacement change of both. All the surrounding boundaries of the
edge soil are set with fixed constraints for simulating the soil displacement of the actual
project.

When building the model, we ensure the accuracy and speed of the calculation results
and the stable physicochemical properties of the soil. The soil body is assumed to be an ideal
elastic-plastic body. The more nodes included in the model, the greater the width and depth
of the surrounding soil, and the more accurate the calculation, but it is pointless to keep
building more and more tables and bigger models indefinitely. When a certain threshold
is exceeded, the impact of pit excavation on the surface and interior is zero. According
to the relevant simulation experience, the model is generally taken as 3–5 times of the
depth and width of the foundation excavation. Outside this range, the soil is negligibly
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affected, so that the modeling can not only reduce the number of meshes, but also improve
the computational efficiency. The dimensions of this pit are 25 m × 22.5 m × 32.6 m. The
horizontal direction of this model takes 20 m on each side of the pit. The vertical direction
is taken to 45 m below the bottom of the wind shaft enclosure. The longitudinal calculation
length is taken as 63 m. We build the calculation model (65 m × 67.5 m × 63 m). In
order to increase the accuracy of the simulation results, the topographic undulations were
considered when building the model, and the grid division of the soil above the bottom of
the foundation pit is encrypted. The number of model cells is 850,141 and the number of
nodes is 864,796. The meshing and grouping of the model are shown in Figure 10.
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(3) Validation of finite element model

Differences exist between the measured value from the monitoring data and the simu-
lated value derived from FEA software. Such differences are always due to soil stratification.
Different rock and soil have different mechanical properties, and the self-weight stress
received by rock and soil increases with the increase of depth. Therefore, the stress of rock
and soil mass at different locations is different. This leads to errors between the finite ele-
ment simulation results and the actual values based on field monitoring. Furthermore, the
settlement of the foundation pit is affected by additional stress and compression modulus.
The influence factors of additional stress are depth and additional coefficient α, compression
coefficient αV , and void ratio e. However, the void ratio is measured from the actual site
condition. Therefore, the calculation error of the finite element model can be eliminated
by updating the compression coefficient in the boundary conditions and the additional
coefficient. Compression modulus is related to elastic modulus, shear modulus, and bulk
modulus. Since the value of the additional coefficient is often very small and with small
variations, the model could be updated by updating the αV . Thus, the adjusted model
could achieve the consistency between the simulated value and the monitored value, and
the updated model is more accurate and reliable for simulations.
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(4) Data acquisition and simulation

The data collected by various instruments and transmission devices, such as sensors,
intelligent bracelets, anemometers, and shutter boxes, are transmitted to the virtual world,
and multi-source heterogeneous information is fused in the virtual space. Firstly, RFID is
used to collect the basic information of components, and then the sensor collects the data
of each key node. For complex nodes, displacement meters are also used to extract node
deformation data. The collected point data are output from the sensor to the computer’s
data acquisition cards (A/D converter) or other sampling devices. An A/D converter
converts the analog to digital quantity as data that the computer can recognize. We input
the data of the sensor imported points as coordinates into FLAC3D. In this process, the
newly obtained data after each construction step are compared with the original data. The
changed key node coordinates are updated in FLAC3D to obtain the geometric and physical
model that is closest to the actual working condition.

According to the behavior of components, the structure and the earth pressure are
borne by the structure. In the finite element model, we set the corresponding rock and
soil parameters, component materials and parameters, and mechanical parameters, and
simulate the results under various working conditions. FLAC3D uses FISH language to
write programs. FISH language can input the data identified by RFID technology into
FLAC3D in the form of coordinates. The geometric model is established in FLAC3D, and the
current working condition is simulated. After each construction step, various instruments
transfer new data to the computer. The technician changes the corresponding parameters by
changing the code in FLAC3D. The model in FLAC3D will also update the physical model
by changing the coordinate points, part material parameters, and mechanical parameters
according to the newly collected data.

The solid properties related to temperature are also subject to change. When the
temperature field changes, thermal stresses are generated within the rock system. Studies
have shown that the thermal conductivity of rocks decreases with increasing temperature,
while the specific heat and thermal conductivity increase with increasing temperature.
The temperature of fractured rock increases, fractures close, the number density of open
fractures decreases, and hydraulic conductivity decreases. The effect of the temperature
field on the stress field is also reflected in the fact that changes in temperature will result in
larger changes in pore fluid pressure. When the stress field changes, there is a mechanical
energy conversion inside the rock body. The simulation process for the temperature stress
field is to turn off the temperature field and input the initial stress parameters together with
boundary conditions. When the temperature of the rock body changes, thermal stress is
generated, and considered as an equivalent load in the principal structure equation. Then,
we open the temperature field to set the coupling step of the stress field and temperature
field. The stress field and temperature field are superimposed to obtain the result of
temperature stress coupling with each other.

The geometric model integrates the multi-source heterogeneous information collected
at the construction site, and the physical model is established in FLAC3D. The established
virtual model (consists of a physical model, a geometric model, a behavior model, and
a rule model) can thus be used for risk prognosis and control during FPE. The physical
model reflects the real characteristics of the object in the objective world. The geometric
model can reflect the possible future state of the object under study. The behavior model
and rule model can evaluate and guide the current construction state. Figure 11 shows the
horizontal displacement nephogram of each working condition.

Figure 11a shows that after the first step of excavation, the soil at the bottom of the
pit appears to be elevated with an elevation value of 6.62 mm. The ground surface around
the foundation pit began to settle, and the relatively large settlement value was at 2–3 m
from the edge of the pit, but the maximum value of settlement was not very large. This is
because the construction of the first mixed soil internal support was carried out before the
excavation of the foundation pit. This relatively stiff internal support effectively suppressed
the displacement of the soil of the enclosure pile. Figure 11b shows that after excavation to
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0.5 m below the third support, the maximum settlement of the soil around the pit is 7.34
mm, which is about 3–4 m away from the edge of the pit. Compared with Figure 11a, the
maximum settlement location is far from the edge of the pit. Figure 11c shows that with
the excavation of the soil, the settlement of the soil around the foundation pit continues to
increase. The maximum displacement was 9.94 m when the excavation reached 0.5 m under
the fourth support, which was about 4 m from the edge of the foundation pit. Figure 11d
shows that the maximum settlement of the soil around the pit after excavation to the design
elevation at the bottom of the pit is 15.2 mm, which is about 4 m from the location of
the edge of the pit. The vertical displacement cloud of the foundation pit has been quite
stable. The vertical displacement varies more relative to the previous excavation conditions
because the fifth and sixth courses are steel supports, which are less stiff compared to the
concrete supports. Another reason is that as the depth increases, the lateral force of the soil
on the support structure increases, but overall, the vertical displacement is far from 30 mm,
which is in line with the relevant national specifications
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5.5. Deformation Monitoring during Foundation Pit Excavation

During the excavation of the foundation pit, the soil structure is destroyed, and
stress redistribution occurs in the geotechnical body. The mechanical properties of the
geotechnical body will also change accordingly. After each excavation, the geotechnical
body around the foundation pit should be monitored promptly to ensure that all indicators
are within the safe range. Horizontal displacements should be continuously monitored
during FPE for the construction of the subway station. The monitoring instrument is a
skew meter, and the detection accuracy is controlled at 0.3 mm. Monitoring of horizontal
displacements of the foundation pit is mostly carried out manually in the current practices.
Therefore, construction workers are required to take measurements with inclinometers at
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the end of every FPE step and enter the measurement data into the computer promptly in
order to realize real-time updates of foundation pit horizontal displacement data. The pit
survey layout plan and pit survey profile layout are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Foundation pit measurement layout plan. (a) cross-section from top view; (b) section of
pit measurement.

In the layout plan (Figure 12), on both sides of the foundation pit: (1) an inverted
triangle indicates surface subsidence; (2) circles represent pile deformation; (3) the hori-
zontal arrow in the circle represents the horizontal displacement of the pile; (4) the vertical
arrows in the circle represent column settlement; (5) the triangle in the circle indicates the
lateral deformation of the soil; (6) the black triangle represents building settlement; (7) the
vertical dashed lines in the circles indicate pile top settlement; and (8) half of the circles
are horizontal lines indicating the location of the groundwater table. The cross-section of
the pit survey layout reflects the location and support form of each steel support. Support
pile steel strain gauges should be set on the side facing the soil and on the side of the
pit. Figure 13 shows the horizontal displacements of the foundation pit under different
FPE steps.
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Figure 13b shows the horizontal displacements of the containment pile body in the
middle of the north side of the pit for different FPE steps (e.g., the green line represents
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before excavation; the blue triangular line represents excavation to 0.5 m below the second
course; the light blue square line represents excavation to 0.5 m below the third course; the
brown line represents excavation to 0.5 m below the fourth course; the dark blue square line
represents excavation to 0.5 m below the fifth course; and the red line represents excavation
to the bottom of the foundation pit). Figure 13c shows the horizontal displacements of the
enclosure pile body in the middle of the east side of the pit for different FPE steps (e.g., the
black line represents before excavation; the blue square line represents excavation to 0.5 m
below the second course; the red line represents excavation to 0.5 m below the third course;
the dark blue star line represents excavation to 0.5 m below the fourth course; the brown
line represents excavation to 0.5 m below the fifth course; and the green line represents
excavation to the bottom of the foundation pit).

During the excavation of the foundation pit, the excavation side of the pit was always
on the east side of the pit. So, the overloading of the soil pile makes the cumulative
displacement on the east side become large. The displacement of the crown beam on the
east side is positive and moves toward the inside of the pit. The force is transferred to
the north side through the concrete support, which makes the crown beam on the north
side move out of the pit. After the excavation of the foundation pit was completed, the
accumulated displacement on the east side was 2.03 mm larger than that on the north
side. It can be seen that the ground overload has a large impact on the displacement of
the enclosure structure, and the soil on the ground should be transported away in time
after excavation. As the excavation depth of the pit increases, the maximum point of lateral
displacement also changes. The position of the maximum point keeps moving downward,
and the amount of pile displacement change finally shows a shape, large in the middle and
small at both ends. According to the basic principles of geomechanics: this is caused by the
point of combined earth pressure located at 1/3 of the excavation depth of the foundation
pit from the bottom of the foundation pit.

The horizontal lateral displacement of the enclosure structure gradually accumulates
with the increase of the excavation depth of the pit. Generally, it reaches the maximum
when the pit is excavated to the design elevation at the bottom of the pit. The authors
plotted the monitored and simulated values of the horizontal lateral movement of the
enclosure on the east side of the pit on a graph to compare and observe its trend, as shown
in Figure 14.
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shows that the maximum horizontal displacements of the enclosure structure after the
excavation of the foundation pit was completed were 14.78 mm and 15.98 mm, respectively.
The simulated values were 1.2 mm larger than the monitored values. From the longitudinal
comparison, the simulated results and the monitoring values are generally consistent along
the alignment of the pit depth. The law of change is all gradually increasing with the
increase of pit depth. After reaching 1/3 of the pit height from the bottom of the pit,
it gradually decreases again. There is still a certain displacement when it reaches the
bottom of the pit, but the displacement below the bottom of the pit does not change much.
From the horizontal comparison, the maximum horizontal displacement of both meets the
national standard. It can be seen from the figure that the curves of the two do not overlap
completely. When above 14 m, the monitored value is greater than the simulated value, and
the simulated value is greater than the monitored value when below 14 m. The reason for
this deviation is that the east side of the foundation pit is the action of the soil accumulation
excavated from the outlet. The magnitude of such overload could hardly be determined,
so it is difficult to realize this complex force state in the simulation. Therefore, the pile of
soil should be removed in time during the excavation of the foundation pit to prevent the
deformation and displacement caused by the overload of the pile. Overall, compared to
the monitoring value, the larger simulated values indicate a higher safety margin for the
FLAC3D simulations.

The whole construction process of the foundation pit under this design condition did
not have large deformation and displacement. At the same time, the monitoring value is
far less than 30 mm of the relevant codes and design regulations. The simulated values
obtained are very close to the monitored values in terms of trend and variation pattern
and meet the corresponding design regulations and code requirements. Such simulations
could be used as an aid to provide advance warning for foundation excavation to ensure
construction safety.

5.6. Finite Element Model Updating

The DTM based on FPE has the advantage of intelligent data collection and real-time
data updates, and the transfer of the latest data collected after the last FPE step to the
physical and geometric models, which enables data updates in the virtual world and the
creation of a simulation of the next construction step using the latest collected data. We are
able to judge the safety level of the foundation pit according to the simulation results. If the
event is determined to be unsafe event, appropriate control measures need to be taken to
maintain it. The modeling diagrams of the four most representative construction steps are
selected for display in Figure 15. The reason for selecting these four figures is that the first
and fourth figures represent the start and end of foundation pit excavation, respectively. The
original structure of rock and soil mass will be destroyed at the beginning of foundation
pit excavation. The phenomenon of stress redistribution is often accompanied by the
phenomenon of stress concentration. At the stress concentration point, the maximum stress
(peak stress) is related to the geometric shape and loading mode of the object, and is prone
to adverse factors, such as slope instability, which should be paid attention to. The second
figure is located between the excavation and the peak displacement. The displacement
value here can be very meaningful when drawing the line chart and can clearly show the
linear change trend from excavation to the peak displacement. The excavation depth of
the construction step corresponding to the third figure is about 1/3 from the bottom of the
foundation pit, and the peak displacement generally occurs in this interval. The inflection
point of displacement will appear near this position, which is very special, so it will be
shown in the third figure. The last construction step of foundation pit excavation means
the end of the whole excavation process, and the state at the end of the last construction
step represents the completion quality of foundation pit excavation. The updated FEM
model for each construction step is shown in Figure 15.

Updating the virtual model requires the earth pressure of the geotechnical body, the
displacement of the pit wall, and the displacement of key nodes of the support structure.
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The earth pressure of the geotechnical body is collected by mechanical sensors. The defor-
mation of the geotechnical body leads to stress redistribution during FPE. The mechanical
sensors can pick up real-time changes in earth pressure. The final stabilized data is trans-
ferred to the computer by an A/D converter, and the mechanical parameters are changed
in the boundary conditions module in FLAC3D. The deformation during excavation is
monitored by both the inclinometer and displacement sensor. The inclinometer is the
traditional way to collect data manually, with more engineering experience and reliably
collected data. A displacement sensor is an instrument that converts the displacement of
the measured part into electrical power and finally presents it in digital form. Displacement
sensors have the advantage of being efficient and fast, making it easy to feed the signal
directly into a computer system. In this case, for the monitoring of displacement, both
methods are applied. The data of key points collected by both methods are recorded in the
form of coordinate points. If the two sets of data are very close, the arithmetic average of
the two sets of data is used. If the difference between the two sets of data at a certain point
is large, the manually collected data is chosen as the final data. The displacement of the
key nodes of the support structure can be done with the data of displacement sensors.
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5.7. Bow-Tie Model-Based Risk Control

The authors used the Markov chain model to fuse the two major factors of time and
space and the data collected on-site in the virtual and real space after the on-site information
collection and the establishment of the virtual model. Consider the changes of each element
in different time and space dimensions. The overall safety performance of the foundation
pit in the next FPE step could be predicted using the risk probability of the current FPE
state, incorporating the risk factors or the degree changes of the mechanical parameters
and other monitoring indicators.

In this study, the safety performance of the foundation pit is measured by the dis-
placement of the foundation pit and the axial force of the internal support. After each
construction step, the latest data collected shall be compared with the relevant construction
specifications. If it does not conform to the relevant provisions, it is then determined as
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an unsafe event. The safety of foundation pit engineering can be judged not only by one
parameter, so it is necessary to combine various parameters. The time and space factors are
added to the simulation, and the results of external feedback of multi-source heterogeneous
information constitute the data association model. Unsafe events will be imported into the
bow-tie model for selecting risk control decisions, and finally to verify the feasibility of the
control decisions in the virtual model. The control results are fed back to the real world
from the virtual model. The information in the virtual world knows the construction in the
real world, and the real-time interaction of the information in the virtual world ensures the
safety of each FPE step. The results of numerical simulations before starting construction
show that the stability of the slope of the foundation pit was poor due to the influence of
the adjacent viaduct in the beginning of the excavation of the foundation pit of this project.
After discussion, engineers have decided to lay the steel protection fence first. Reinforced
protective mesh plays a major role in enclosing the falling geotechnical body by avoiding
the landslide of the slope and can also, after laying the reinforcing mesh, be reinforced
by slurry spraying. The first time the aggregate is fine, the proportion of water is mixed
into more, and into a liquid form to facilitate uniform distribution in all corners. After the
first shotcrete set, the shotcrete operation will be carried out. The shotcrete aggregate is
coarser, and the proportion of water mixed into it is much less than the first shotcrete. The
sprayed concrete tends to be more of a fine-grained solid. The temporary reinforcement is
completed by spraying the concrete evenly onto the slope. If the above measures are still
not effective in ensuring the safety of the foundation pit, it should be considered to stop the
excavation of the foundation pit before laying the steel protection network. In addition,
measures such as slope release unloading were carried out to match. After the slope is
stabilized, we take the form of slope top unloading to reduce the external pressure on the
slope. At the same time, we add tension anchors inside the pit, cut eyes on the slope, and
use slope anchor grouting to reinforce it. The slope anchor grouting and the first grouting
after laying the reinforced protection network are carried out simultaneously. In addition,
the pit can also be supported by adding internal support. Finally, the pit is supported by
adding internal supports.

6. Discussion, Conclusions, and Limitations

The authors have proposed a DTM method for augmenting the current practice of
risk prognosis and control in the process of FPE. Various information (e.g., components,
environment, personnel, etc.) has been captured in the physical space based on emerging
sensing techniques and processed based on data processing algorithms. In the virtual space,
RFID obtains the basic information of each key component and node at the beginning. The
sensor collects the latest mechanical parameters and displacement parameters at the end
of every FPE step. The transmission equipment uniformly transmits the latest parameters
to the computer. The geometric model of the foundation pit is updated by using the
extracted coordinates of key nodes, and a new physical model is obtained by updating the
mechanical parameters. The geometric model of the structure is modified by extracting the
coordinates of the key nodes in the point data model, and finally, a high-fidelity physical
model is established.

According to the existing physical model, the coordinates of the key points of the
physical model are input into the FLAC3D interface using FISH language, and mechanical
parameters are added. The parameters and geotechnical parameters are constructed, and
the geometric model with high fidelity is established. It realizes the mapping of virtual
space to the real world. According to the established model, risks during FPE could be
captured and examined. Preventive and control measures could be established based on
the safety state according to the risk probability and the current state of the foundation
pit. In case of any unsafe events, targeted control policies should be taken according to
the established risk control model, the preventive measures in the virtual space should be
simulated to draw safety assessment conclusions, and finally, on-site construction should
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be guided to ensure that each construction step is in a safe state. The major conclusions of
this study are summarized as follows:

• Timely acquisition of geological information, environmental information, and dis-
placement information during FPE processes is vital for establishing and updating a
high-fidelity virtual model that represents real FPE processes, thus providing the most
basic data for the risk prognosis and control of FPE.

• The whole framework of FPE based on DT is proposed, which consists of a physical
model, simulation model, general service module, assessment and control module,
and connection service module.

• In the virtual model, the authors have (1) set the working condition consistent with
the site, (2) integrated the Markov chain for analysis, and (3) used the conditional
probabilities for deriving the safety status of the foundation pit in the next FPE stage,
which can realize the risk assessment of each FPE step.

• The established bow-tie model could be used for supporting prognosis and control
of unsafe events during FPE. Various control decisions could be introduced into the
virtual model, which provides guidance to the FPE in the physical environment and
ensures FPE safety.

In this study, a DT-based risk prognosis and control method was established and
validated through case study. The proposed method aims to guide virtual space modeling
and updates based on the real-time monitoring data collected from the real world for
improving the intelligent level of risk prognosis and control of FPE. This study introduces
the concept of DT into FPE, which helps to achieve intelligent risk prognosis and control of
FPE processes. Furthermore, this study provides theoretical and practical implications for
future FPE when constructing large-scale underground civil infrastructures. Future studies
will focus on the integration of real-time sensing techniques and artificial intelligence
algorithms driven by DT for effective field information capture and precise risk prediction
during underground construction. However, limitations still exist in the proposed method,
and future studies will continue to improve the proposed method in the following aspects:

• The proposed method heavily relies on the sensors arranged at the construction site
for the collection of spatiotemporal information. However, heterogenous data with
high quality are still needed for comprehending system-level risks during FPE. For
example, mechanical sensors should be installed at places where the support structure
is subjected to the greatest force and torsion for examining the safety performance of
the support structure.

• Arranging lots of sensors for collecting real-time heterogenous data during FPE re-
quires significant time efforts and human resources. A huge amount of key points
should be monitored during FPE, which leads to a sharp rise in cost. Hence, the cost
of this system solution is an issue worth considering.

• In this study, each soil layer is assumed to be a homogeneous and isotropic granular
body. Such an assumption should be adjusted to better reflect the actual situation of
the soil.

• Future efforts will take (1) the influence of consolidation and settlement of soil over
time and (2) the influence of groundwater seepage into account. When the groundwa-
ter is richer and the soil is more permeable, problems such as construction precipitation
and construction safety should be considered in advance.
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